September 4, 2015

How Much Would You Pay for Privacy-On-A-Stick?

Welcome to listeners from the 13 new stations airing the Minute in Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico! This Minute is heard nationwide but today I’m going to talk about our State Fair, the Great Minnesota Get Together. It’s the second largest state fair and known for its food “on a stick,” such as walleye on a stick, cheesecake on a stick, snickers on a stick, spaghetti on a stick and more.

Even the state Obamacare Exchange once sold itself on a stick. Given how we’re losing our freedom, I think it’s time for Privacy on a Stick. Health freedom requires patient control over their private medical records. If privacy rights go, we lose freedom. How much would you pay for Privacy on a Stick?

“2015 All-Foods List,” Minnesota State Fair.